Purple Flag Case Study: To provide a case study on the Civic Pride award and
how it links into the PF programme.
Aberdeen Inspired is Aberdeen city centre’s business improvement district
comprised of approximately 700 levy payers. Although an affluent city, the city
centre and its environment has occasionally been perceived as suffering from
under-investment.
Aberdeen Inspired wanted to create a project which would improve the living and
working environment for all those who come into the BID and which would, above
all else, empower people to feel that they have a stake, and a say, in the quality of
their environment. The aim is to encourage partners and the public to work
collaboratively, by taking just a small action and see how this, taken by many,
improves both the wider area and the overall experience of its users. We call this
our Team Aberdeen initiative; the banner which underpins our Civic Pride Project.
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Team Aberdeen
This report highlights the linkages between the Team Aberdeen initiative and how
it meets with, and enhances, a range of Aberdeen’s Purple Flag deliverables. Team
Aberdeen was launched in February 2014 at a Civic Reception hosted by the
Aberdeen City Lord Provost Councillor George Adam, to celebrate the Purple Flag
award. This occasion offered an ideal platform to launch the campaign. Business,
political and community leaders were asked to sign up to the Team Aberdeen
pledge to commit to improving the environment in the city centre. This launch
formed part of the Light Touch submission in respect of section 1 of that report.

Cleanliness
Building on the success of the Big Belly Bins, delivered in partnership with Aberdeen
City Council, which are significantly more efficient due to their larger capacity and
solar ability to compact rubbish, other schemes are being developed to drive down
detritus rates. The Big Belly Bins have created an 80% reduction in emptying. The
unique design makes it more difficult for seagulls to infiltrate the bins and are more
attractive to look at. Ultimately the delivery of Big Belly Bins have significantly aided
in ensuring that the city centre is kept clean and tidy which feeds into the Purple
Flag core agenda theme 1, Wellbeing.
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Various specific priorities were identified to continue to improve the city centre
environment including tackling discarded chewing gum and cigarette butts. While
the city centre largely meets standards in respect of detritus, it was identified that
this was exacerbated somewhat by night time revellers. In response, with the
generous support from key partners including the Balmoral Group, Aberdeen City
Council, the Aberdeen Football Club Community Trust and of course working in
partnership with many city centre businesses, Team Aberdeen have purchased a
“Gumdrop on the Go” system to encourage responsible disposal of chewing gum.
This involves distributing gumdrop receptacles (similar in size to ping pong balls),
which can be attached to a key ring, and used to store up to a dozen pieces of used
gum until they can be properly disposed of in larger Gumdrop receptacles, located
in ten local businesses in the BID.
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These initiatives compliment the ongoing success of the City Council’s
strengthening partnership with business and the community in the city centre
which is continuing to help keep the area clean overnight. These Team Aberdeen
schemes are designed to enhance the collaborative multi-agency working in the
city centre by focusing on the key responsibility of members of the public in keeping
the city centre clean and tidy.
Businesses Playing their Part
Team Aberdeen also aims to work more closely with businesses to play their part
in looking after the city centre through the “Clean Sweep” scheme, whereby
businesses, organise members of staff to keep the street, at the front and rear of
their premises tidy. We’ve been working with various businesses in the BID area,
from the small independents such as Pattersons Shoe Shop of Aberdeen to national
companies such as John Lewis and McDonald’s, as well as engaging with shopping
malls, such as the Trinity Centre, to encourage staff to “take ownership” of an area
close to their premises as part of ‘Adopt an Area’ initiatives.
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The development of these schemes noticeably enhances Aberdeen’s Purple Flag
accreditation particularly within the Wellbeing core theme.
Creative Lighting
Aberdeen Inspired has recognised the importance of broadening the appeal of the
city centre at night and as part of Team Aberdeen it acknowledges that one of
Aberdeen’s most recognisable features is its built granite heritage. In attempting to
showcase that asset, Aberdeen Inspired has ensured, and continues to ensure, that
city centre landmarks are creatively illuminated, with the dual purpose of
improving their aesthetic appeal after dark, and to improve visibility. In 2014/15,
Aberdeen Inspired delivered an excellent creative lighting scheme at Golden
Square.
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Plans are now materialising for additional creative lighting schemes in the coming
year, to deliver thoughtful and imaginative designs for the city centre’s iconic
buildings and features which are important elements within the ‘Appeal’ and
‘Place’ core themes when assessing our Purple Flag credentials.
Floral Enhancement
Working closely in partnership with Aberdeen City Council, Aberdeen Inspired
significantly enhances the already award winning scheme of floral enhancement in
the city centre which is universally supported by levy payers and the public. Some
£28,000 was committed to floral enhancement in 2014/15 and a further £35,000
has been committed for summer displays with an additional £10,000 to deliver
winter floral displays in 2015/16. In many respects, floral enhancement is a central
deliverable of the Team Aberdeen initiative. The displays significantly improves the
environment and heightens the attractiveness and vibrancy of the city centre
throughout the day and into the evening feeding strongly into the animation,
design and identity sub sections of the ‘Place’ Core Theme.
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Results:
Many of the initiatives within Team Aberdeen are challenging to measure a statistical
impact in respect of increased footfall or prolonged dwell time. Clearly, there are
significant benefits to the environment, the experience and wellbeing in the city centre
from delivering on the above projects. More broadly, Aberdeen Inspired takes great
pride in the continued strengthening of partnership and collaborative working in the
city centre which has been recognised by the Purple Flag accreditation panel. Team
Aberdeen augments that partnership approach. Indeed, in 2014 Aberdeen Inspired
were first time entrants to the Beautiful Scotland BID category and emerged the Silver
Gilt winners for its Team Aberdeen work.
As schemes including the Gumdrop on the Go, Clean Sweep and Adopt an Area
initiatives progress, measureable benefits will be monitored closely in relation to
reduced rates of chewing gum, as well as city centre areas being kept cleaner from
detritus. This will be backed up by the annual Keep Scotland Beautiful City Centre
Audit to independently measure progress being made. The Purple Flag
accreditation is served very well by the deliverables of Team Aberdeen and
Aberdeen Inspired will continue to work towards enhancing those schemes as it
bids to retain its Purple Flag status and Beautiful Scotland Best BID awards.
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For further information in relation to Team Aberdeen, please contact:
Ross Grant
Senior Project Manager
Aberdeen Inspired
E-mail: ross.grant@aberdeeninspired.com
Telephone: 01224 566311
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